
GAME FOR MORE... 
  possibilities

Our love of golf runs deep.



New Tempo™ & 

Tempo™ 4Fun

Tempo Connect

New Shark 

Experience

Carryall
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Range Picker
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AT CLUB CAR, LOVE OF GOLF RUNS DEEP.
We understand the desire to honor the traditions of the game while growing 

your business. That’s why we’re always in your corner with reliable products, 

revenue-building business strategies, and custom car options.

And this year, we’re bringing you new opportunities to create stronger 

relationships with your golfers and more efficiently manage your course.

It starts with the Tempo and Tempo 4Fun: backed by Club Car’s reliable 

engineering, our newest golf cars feature automotive styling and connected 

technology for an enhanced ride.

We’re proud to introduce Tempo Connect with Visage Fleet Management and 

Shark Experience, a new in-car entertainment system developed exclusively 

with the Greg Norman Company and Verizon. With car and course controls for 

you and your staff, plus touchscreen entertainment for golfers, it’s taking golf 

into a new era. 

New

4Fun



Distinctive, modern automotive styling

Sleek alloy wheels

Spacious dashboard

Touchscreen and 
speakers included on 
electric Tempos with 
Shark Experience

ADVANCE THE RIDE. AND YOUR REPUTATION.
Introducing the Club Car Tempo™ and Tempo™ 4Fun

 

Tempo 4Fun – Built for 4 passengers 

Stories start here

Designed with automotive styling and features that feel like 

upgrades, the brand-new Tempo and Tempo 4Fun represent the very 

best of Club Car: proven engineering, industry-leading durability, 

and reliable comfort. Plus, available connected technology that 

monitors fleet performance gives you the freedom to manage your 
operations from the course, not an office. New

New

New



44
Optional equipment shown.

More accessories available, ask your Club Car sales representative for details.

Premium 
comfort seats

Rust-proof
aluminum frame

The Shark Experience  
creates a dynamic round
A day at the course is about to become the event 

of the season. Developed in partnership with Greg 

Norman Company and Verizon, Shark Experience 

software was created with a love for—and respect 

of—the game. With customized news, sports, and 

music, it’s an in-car entertainment experience with 

something for golfers of all ages and skill levels.

MOVING THE GAME FORWARD

TEMPO

CONNECT



CONTROL COSTS.  
SIMPLIFY OPERATIONS. 
WIN-WIN.

Maximize course efficiencies and fleet performance with 
the Visage Fleet Management system. Offered exclusively 

by Club Car and installed at over 1,000 courses worldwide, 

Visage is a tested technology system designed to strengthen 

your bottom line. Use it to increase revenue, efficiently 
manage resources, and accent a golfer’s experience.

– Shane Dysert 

Director, Golf Club Operations  

Bear Mountain Resort

“ We’re saving $75,000 to 
$100,000 because of the control 

we now have over our fleet.”

Optimize

Automatically run reports after every round to 

proactively see which cars need service.

Preserve

Keep the course pristine by automatically slowing 

cars that come too close to pre-set restricted zones.

Support

Count on industry-leading customer service 

professionals to help you optimize course operations 

and troubleshoot your system.

Grow

Increase your revenue stream by offering food  

and beverage ordering direct from the fairway.

 

Communicate

Free up staff by sending weather alerts, tournament 

details, and clubhouse specials directly to cars.

Improve

Track cars in real-time and send alerts to maintain 

pace of play, then use car data to design course 

changes that benefit both golfers and staff.

FLEET MANAGEMENT
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ENHANCE THE EXPERIENCE. 
EXPAND THE GAME.
Shark Experience, the premier in-car course entertainment and 

communication system, is changing the game for those on the 

green and their companions. Through touchscreen technology, it 

engages golfers in a modern, fun, and social way that they’ll talk 

about long after the last putt has dropped.

Enhance 

Revolutionize a golfer’s time on course 

by providing instant distance-to-pin 

measurements, hole flyovers, and pro tips.

Entertain

Music from Slacker Radio is available at a 

golfer’s fingertips, and with access to news, 
sports updates, and highlights, your golfers 

won’t miss a thing while they’re on the course.

Customize

Shark Experience can be customized for 

every car and every set of golfers, so you can 

give your golfers exactly what they want: an 

entertaining day.


